RacGAP50C directs perinuclear γ-tubulin localization to organize the uniform microtubule array required for *Drosophila* myotube extension

Colleen M. Guerin and Sunita G. Kramer*

The microtubule (MT) cytoskeleton is reorganized during myogenesis as individual myoblasts fuse into multinucleated myotubes. Although this reorganization has long been observed in cell culture, these findings have not been validated during development, and proteins that regulate this process are largely unknown. We have identified a novel postmitotic function for the cytokinesis proteins RacGAP50C (Tumbleweed) and Pavarotti as essential regulators of MT organization during *Drosophila* myogenesis. We show that the localization of the MT nucleator γ-tubulin changes from diffuse cytoplasmic staining in mononucleated myoblasts to discrete cytoplasmic puncta at the nuclear periphery in multinucleated myoblasts, and that this change in localization depends on RacGAP50C. RacGAP50C and γ-tubulin colocalize at perinuclear sites in myotubes, and in RacGAP50C mutants γ-tubulin remains dispersed throughout the cytoplasm. Furthermore, we show that the mislocalization of RacGAP50C in *pavarotti* mutants is sufficient to redistribute γ-tubulin to the muscle fiber ends. Finally, myotubes in RacGAP50C mutants have MTs with non-uniform polarity, resulting in multiple guidance errors. Taken together, these findings provide strong evidence that the reorganization of the MT network that has been observed in vitro plays an important role in myotube extension and muscle patterning in vivo, and also identify two molecules crucial for this process.
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**INTRODUCTION**

Muscle differentiation is a multi-step process that involves myoblast specification, fusion, bidirectional elongation of the myotube and subsequent attachment of the muscle fiber. These processes are well conserved and are observed in cultured myocytes from diverse organisms including mouse and *Drosophila* (Bugnard et al., 2005; Cottam et al., 2006; Musa et al., 2003; Pizon et al., 2005; Tassin et al., 1985). However, little is known about the molecular mechanisms that drive these morphological changes during muscle development in vivo. The formation of the *Drosophila* embryonic somatic musculature provides a tractable system for the study of muscle development. The somatic musculature forms a repeated pattern of thirty muscles per abdominal hemisegment (see Fig. 1C). The development of these muscles requires the specification of founder cells (FCs) that express a transcriptional profile coding for each muscle identity, and fusion-competent myoblasts (FCMs) that add to muscle size by fusing to the FCs and adopting the muscle identity of the FC to which they fuse (Dohrmann et al., 1990; Rushton et al., 1995). As they fuse, the myotubes elongate along a linear axis towards specific sites of attachment in the epidermis called tendon cells (Volk, 1999). Although many of the molecular mechanisms underlying FC specification and myoblast fusion are well understood (Baylies and Michelson, 2001; Frasch, 1999; Richardson et al., 2008), less is known about the molecules that function during the migratory phase of muscle development. Several proteins required for matching specific subsets of muscles to their tendon cells have been identified.

The Derailed receptor tyrosine kinase is expressed by a small subset of muscles and is required for their ventral attachments (Callahan et al., 1996). The extracellular matrix molecule Slit has been identified as an attractive guidance cue for a subset of muscles expressing the Roundabout receptor (Kramer et al., 2001). Additional studies have shown that Grip, Echinoid and Kon-Tiki (Perdido) also play a role in targeting subsets of muscle fibers to their attachments (Estrada et al., 2007; Schnorrer et al., 2007; Swan et al., 2006; Swan et al., 2004). However, although these molecules have given insight into how cell-surface and extracellular guidance molecules influence muscle attachment site (MAS) selection, little is known about the cytoskeletal changes that occur inside the myotube to allow for bidirectional myotube extension.

The cytoskeleton undergoes dramatic changes during the transition from the myoblast fusion phase of muscle development to the bidirectional elongation of the multinucleated myotube. Studies using mammalian muscle cell culture have shown that as proliferating myoblasts fuse into myotubes, the microtubule (MT) network changes from a radial, centrosomal array in individual myoblasts to a non-centrosomal array in multinucleated myotubes. This non-centrosomal MT array is based at the nuclear periphery and extends out in the longitudinal axis of the myotube (Bugnard et al., 2005; Musa et al., 2003; Pizon et al., 2005; Tassin et al., 1985) (reviewed by Bartolini and Gundersen, 2006). In addition, studies in cultured myotubes show that γ-tubulin, a minus-end anchoring protein essential for MT nucleation at the centrosome (Gunawardane et al., 2000; Stearns et al., 1991), may also be able to promote nucleation from non-centrosomal sites along the nuclear membrane and throughout the cytoplasm (Bugnard et al., 2005; Cottam et al., 2006; Musa et al., 2003). Although the reorganization of the MT cytoskeleton during muscle differentiation has been well described in cell culture, little is known about the role of this reorganization during muscle development. Furthermore, the mechanisms underlying the redistribution of γ-tubulin to the nuclear membrane following myoblast fusion remain to be addressed.
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We identified RacGAP50C (RacGAP; also known as tumbleweed) as an essential component of the muscle migratory machinery in a screen for genes involved in somatic muscle patterning. RacGAP is conserved in *C. elegans*, *Drosophila* and humans (Jantsch-Plunger et al., 2000; Sotillos and Campuzano, 2000; Toure et al., 1998), and has been well studied for its function in cytokinesis, where it is required to coordinate anti-parallel central spindle MTs with the actomyosin cleavage furrow (D’Avino et al., 2006; Jantsch-Plunger et al., 2000; Mishima et al., 2002; Somers and Saint, 2003; Zavortink et al., 2005). RacGAP is localized at the cleavage furrow through binding to the Pavarotti kinesin-like protein (Pav), a plus-end MT motor, and this interaction also serves to bundle spindle MTs (Adams et al., 1998; Mishima et al., 2002; Somers and Saint, 2003). In addition to Pav, RacGAP binds to Anillin (Scraps – FlyBase), an actin- and myosin-binding protein (D’Avino et al., 2006; Field and Alberts, 1995; Gregory et al., 2008; Jantsch-Plunger et al., 2000; Mishima et al., 2002; Somers and Saint, 2003). In this way, RacGAP acts as a adaptor that coordinates the central spindle and actomyosin contractile ring for cleavage furrow formation and cell division (D’Avino et al., 2006; Zavortink et al., 2005).

Here, we describe a novel role for RacGAP and Pav in organizing the MT network during *Drosophila* myogenesis. Embryos mutant for either RacGAP or pav have similar defects in somatic muscle patterning, whereby muscle fibers are abnormally shaped and display a variety of guidance errors. RacGAP localizes to discrete cytoplasmic puncta concentrated at the nuclear periphery in multinucleated myotubes and this localization is dependent on the presence of Pav. The RacGAP-containing cytoplasmic puncta co-stain with the MT nucleating protein γ-tubulin, and γ-tubulin localization depends on the presence of RacGAP, suggesting that the function of RacGAP is to promote non-centrosomal MT organization at the nuclear periphery through an interaction with γ-tubulin. Consistent with this hypothesis, myotubes in RacGAP mutants show non-uniform polarity within the MT array. Our study provides strong evidence that the reorganization of the MT network that has been observed in vitro plays an important role in muscle patterning in vivo, and also identifies two molecules that are crucial for this process.

**RESULTS**

**Drosophila RacGAP mutants have defects in somatic muscle morphology and patterning**

To identify proteins involved in somatic MAS selection, we screened the second chromosome for mutants that showed somatic muscle defects in late stage embryos (see Materials and methods). From this screen, we identified a mutant line that we refer to as *E414*. Embryos homozygous for *E414* have muscle-patterning defects at stage 16 as visualized by staining with an antibody against *Drosophila* Muscle myosin (see Fig. S1B,B’ in the supplementary material). We observed muscle defects in 93% (*n=46*) of *E414* embryos, and these defects were present in all segments. We used recombination and deficiency mapping to map the mutation in *E414* to the RacGAP locus (see Fig. S1D-F in the supplementary material). Because we have not been able to determine the molecular nature of the RacGAP mutation in *E414*, we have chosen to use the well-characterized LOF allele *RacGAP* 
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tendon cell or failed to extend towards their attachment sites. These defects were not limited to a specific subset of muscles, but rather could be seen throughout the dorsal (Fig. 1E), lateral (Fig. 1G) and ventral (Fig. 1I) body wall. These results suggest that RacGAP plays an important role in the development of the embryonic somatic musculature.

In the absence of RacGAP, muscles stably attach to tendon cells

During MAS selection, migrating myotubes elongate towards specific sites of attachment in the epidermis called tendon cells, where they form stable attachments in the form of myotendinous junctions (Volk, 1999). If these attachments are not stabilized, the muscles often pull away from the tendon cells upon contraction and the resulting phenotype may resemble that seen in embryos with muscle migration defects (Brown et al., 2000; Chanana et al., 2007). To rule out the possibility that the muscle defects are due to a failure of tendon cell differentiation or of the ability of muscle fibers to form stable attachments, we examined both tendon cells and myotendinous junctions in RacGAPDH15 embryos. Tendon cells were labeled with the P1618 enhancer trap (Becker et al., 1997), myotendinous junctions in wild-type embryos, the tendon cells were mainly located along the segment borders, with a few additional tendon cell clusters in the intrasegmental region (Fig. 2A). In RacGAPDH15 embryos, the tendon cells were present, differentiated and in their proper locations (Fig. 2B). However, we often saw muscle fibers that attached to the wrong tendon cell (Fig. 2B). The myotendinous junction is marked by αPS2 integrin (Inflated – FlyBase) at the ends of all muscles at stage 16 (Devenport et al., 2007) (Fig. 2C). RacGAPDH15 mutant muscles formed stable attachments as revealed by αPS2 integrin staining (Fig. 2D). This was further supported by the observation that at the onset of muscle contraction during late stage 17a/b (Pereanu et al., 2007), the muscles remained attached (data not shown).

RacGAP is required within migrating myotubes for muscle patterning

RacGAP is uniformly expressed at low levels during late embryogenesis (Jones and Bejsovec, 2005) and it is unclear whether RacGAP is required in epidermal tendon cells for signaling to migrating myotubes, or in the muscle fiber itself to facilitate myotube extension. In addition, we and others (Jones and Bejsovec, 2005; Zavortink et al., 2005) have observed binucleate epidermal cells in RacGAP LOF embryos resulting from failures in cytokinesis (data not shown) that could indirectly lead to MAS selection defects. To identify whether RacGAP is required in tendon cells or muscles, we performed tissue-specific rescue experiments using the GAL4-UAS system (Brand and Perrimon, 1993). The prd-GAL4 driver expresses GAL4 in stripes of the epidermis, including tendon cells, and has been used in previous studies to rescue RacGAP epidermal cytokinesis defects (Zavortink et al., 2005). We expressed UAS-tum::myc, a wild-type RacGAP transgene, in the epidermis of RacGAPDH15 homozygous embryos using the prd-GAL4 driver. Although we were able to rescue epidermal cytokinesis defects, the muscle-patterning defects remained (data not shown). The pan-epidermal 69B-GAL4 driver also failed to rescue MAS selection defects (Fig. 3C). These results argue that RacGAP is not required in the epidermis for muscle patterning, and that the binucleate tendon cells we observe in RacGAPDH15 mutants are not the primary cause of the muscle defects.

Fig. 1. Drosophila RacGAP mutants have defects in somatic muscle patterning. Stage 16 embryos stained for muscle myosin. Muscle patterning is shown at low (A,B) and high (D-I) magnification in wild-type (wt) (A,D,F,H) or RacGAP50CDH15 (B,E,G,I) embryos. (A) Muscle pattern as observed in the whole embryo. (B) No significant loss of muscle tissue or unfused myoblasts are observed in RacGAP50CDH15 mutants. (D,E) Arrows in D mark normal attachments of DO1. In RacGAP50CDH15, DO1 is in the incorrect position (E, arrows). (F,G) Arrowheads in F mark muscle 22 (LT2). Arrowheads in G mark an LT muscle of an abnormal shape. The arrow marks a rounded muscle that fails to migrate. (H,I) Arrowheads in H mark normal attachments for VO muscles. In RacGAP50CDH15 mutants, these muscles fail to fully extend (I, arrowheads). (C) Schematic of the wild-type muscle pattern of a single abdominal hemisegment, showing the names and numbers for muscles as referred to throughout this work. DA, dorsal acute; DO, dorsal oblique; LT, lateral transverse; VL, ventral lateral; VO, ventral oblique.
Finally, we used the G14-GAL4 driver (Shishido et al., 1998) to express UAS-tum::myc in all muscle tissue beginning at stage 12. In w1118 embryos, expression of UAS-tum::myc by G14-GAL4 does not cause an overexpression phenotype (Fig. 3B). However, RacGAP expression in muscles of RacGAPDH15 homozygous embryos (Fig. 3D) significantly improved muscle morphology and rescued the muscle-patterning defects, as compared with RacGAPDH15 embryos (Fig. 3A). These results show that RacGAP functions cell-autonomously in muscles for their patterning.

Muscle specification and myoblast fusion are not impaired in RacGAP mutants

RacGAP has been well characterized with respect to its role in cytokinesis (D’Avino et al., 2006; Jantsch-Plunger et al., 2000; Mishima et al., 2002; Somers and Saint, 2003; Zavortink et al., 2005). Previous studies in RacGAP zygotic mutants have shown that cytokinesis defects in the epidermis are observed during late stage 11, when maternal contributions of RacGAP are depleted (Zavortink et al., 2005). Since the majority of mesodermal cells complete their final round of cell division around this time (Campos-Ortega and Hartenstein, 1985) and FC specification depends on proper asymmetric cell division (Carmena et al., 1998; Ruiz Gomez and Bate, 1997), we tested whether the muscle defects in RacGAP mutants could be indirectly related to a failure in early mesodermal cytokinesis and specification.

In Drosophila, each muscle fiber is formed from one muscle FC, which specifies the identity of the developing muscle, and several FCMs, which fuse with the FC to contribute to the growth of the multinucleated myotube (Bate, 1990; Baylies et al., 1998; Frasch, 1999). To assess muscle specification in RacGAP mutants, we stained with antibodies against several FC-specific markers. Even skipped (Eve) is a transcription factor that is expressed in the FC for muscle 1 (DA1) and in two pericardial cells at stage 12 (Carmena et al., 1998; Schnorrer et al., 2000) (Fig. 4A). In RacGAPDH15 embryos, Eve-positive cells were properly specified in all segments (Fig. 4B). We also obtained similar results when we stained for the transcription factor Runt, which labels FCs for muscles 10 (DO2), 15 (VO4) and 28 (VO3) (Carmena et al., 2002; Helfon et al., 2000) (Fig. 4A). In RacGAPDH15 embryos, Eve-positive cells were properly specified in all segments (Fig. 4B).

We also observed similar results when we stained for the transcription factor Runt, which labels FCs for muscles 10 (DO2), 15 (VO4) and 28 (VO3) (Carmena et al., 2002; Helfon et al., 2000) (Fig. 4A). In RacGAPDH15 mutants, Runt-positive FCs were properly specified (Fig. 4D), although we occasionally saw an extra Runt-positive muscle 10 nucleus. These results provide strong evidence that FC specification is not altered in RacGAPDH15 mutants.

During myoblast fusion, FCMs assume the fate of the FC and begin to express FC markers (Dohrmann et al., 1990). To determine whether myoblast fusion was impaired in RacGAPDH15 mutants, we examined the expression of Vestigial (Vg), another FC marker (Bate and Rushton, 1993; Rushton et al., 1995; Williams et al., 1991), before and after myoblast fusion. At stage 12, expression of Vg was identical in wild-type and RacGAPDH15 mutant embryos (Fig. 4E,F), indicating that the specification of Vg-positive FCs occurs normally. Furthermore, the increase in Vg-positive nuclei in stage 14 mutant embryos showed that fusion also occurs properly (Fig. 4G,H).

Finally, we used a UAS-lacZ reporter with 5053A-GAL4, a driver specific to muscle 12 (VL1) (Jarecki et al., 1999; Schnorrer et al., 2007), to examine specification and fusion in late stage embryos. Wild-type and RacGAPDH15 embryos were stained for Muscle myosin and β-galactosidase to visualize somatic muscles and muscle 12 nuclei, respectively (Fig. 4J). In RacGAPDH15 embryos, muscle 12 was specified properly, although we occasionally observed mispositioning of this muscle (Fig. 4I). We also examined the number of nuclei in lacZ-positive muscles, as it has been shown that each multinucleated myotube has a predictable number of nuclei within a given range (Beckett and Baylies, 2007). In the wild type (Fig. 4I), we counted 11±3 nuclei (n=42) in muscle 12. In RacGAPDH15 embryos (Fig. 4J), we counted 9±3 (n=52), indicating...
Fig. 4. FC specification and myoblast fusion are not affected in RacGAP mutants. (A,B) In wild-type Drosophila embryos at stage 12, Eve is expressed in the founder cell (FC) for muscle 1 (DA1) and two pericardial cells (A). These cells are properly specified in RacGAPDS15 embryos (B). (C) Runt staining labels FCs for muscles 10 (DO2), 28 (VO3) and 15 (VO4) at stage 12. (D) In RacGAPDS15 embryos, Runt-positive FCs are properly specified, although some segments contain an extra Runt-positive muscle 10 nucleus (arrow), whereas FCs for muscles 28 and 15 are unaffected (arrowhead). (E,F) Anti-Vestigial labels a subset of FCs at stage 12 in the wild type (E), and this staining is normal in RacGAPDS15 mutants (F). (G,H) By stage 14, FCs have fused with fusion-competent myoblasts (FCMs), showing an increase in Vestigial-positive nuclei of wild-type dorsal muscles (G). Fusion also occurs in RacGAPDS15 mutants (H). (I,J) S053A-GAL4/UAS-IacZ embryo stained for Muscle myosin to label all muscles (magenta) and for β-galactosidase to label nuclei (green) of muscle 12 (VL1). In the wild type (I), muscle 12 spans each hemisegment and contains ~11 nuclei. In RacGAPDS15 mutants (J), muscle 12 is specified and contains the correct number of nuclei, but is mispositioned in 6% of hemisegments (n=52) (brackets). Asterisks mark intestinal cells that are also labeled with the S053A-GAL4 driver.

RacGAP localizes to perinuclear cytoplasmic puncta in somatic muscles

Our genetic experiments demonstrate that RacGAP functions in muscle tissue during the later stages of myogenesis. We examined RacGAP localization in multinucleated myotubes in order to gain a better understanding of its function at this time. By double staining with Muscle myosin antibody and a rabbit polyclonal against RacGAP (D’Avino et al., 2006), we found that RacGAP is localized diffusely throughout myotubes, with discrete cytoplasmic puncta that cluster at the center of each fiber (Fig. 5A-C). This is in contrast to the epidermal cells, where RacGAP was localized to the nucleus (Fig. 5G). Closer examination of muscle RacGAP staining showed that the cytoplasmic puncta were concentrated at the nuclear periphery and that this localization was visible as early as stage 14 (Fig. 5C,C’; see Fig. S2A,B in the supplementary material). This muscle RacGAP staining was weak and only detectible when the embryos were prepared as fillets (see Materials and methods).

Mutants for Pav, but not Anillin, show defects in muscle guidance, and Pav is essential for RacGAP localization

During cell division, the direct interaction of MT-bound kinesin with RacGAP and Pav is crucial for cytokinesis (D’Avino et al., 2006; Somers and Saint, 2003). Furthermore, studies of CYK-4 and ZEN-4 (CeMKLP1), the C. elegans orthologs of RacGAP and Pav, have shown that their localization is mutually dependent (Jantsch-Plunger et al., 2000) and that a multimeric complex between CYK-4 and ZEN-4 is sufficient to bundle MTs in vitro (Mishima et al., 2002). Based upon these results, we tested whether Pav also functions with RacGAP during muscle migration. To examine the relationship between RacGAP and Pav localization, we expressed UAS::GFP-pav (Minestrini et al., 2003) in the muscles using the Mef2-GAL4 driver and immunostained with antibodies against RacGAP and GFP. The UAS::GFP-pav transgene was used in previous studies to examine Pav localization (Minestrini et al., 2003). We observed that GFP-Pav is localized primarily to the nucleus in muscles (Fig. 5E,F). This is in contrast to RacGAP, which was mainly cytoplasmic, with discrete perinuclear puncta (Fig. 5A,C,C’; see Fig. S2 in the supplementary material). Furthermore, in embryos expressing GFP-pav, we observed an increase in RacGAP staining (Fig. 5D, compare with 5A). Closer examination of these embryos revealed that the increase in RacGAP staining occurred at the nuclear periphery (Fig. 5F’, compare with 5C’). These results suggest that perinuclear RacGAP localization is likely to occur through an interaction with Pav.

Examination of pav5200, a zygotic LOF mutant, revealed a similar muscle phenotype to that seen in RacGAPDS15 homozygotes (Fig. 5H, compare with Fig. 1G). Furthermore, when we examined RacGAP localization in pav5200 homozygotes, we found significant changes in the RacGAP localization pattern. Specifically, RacGAP became enriched at the ends of the muscle fiber (Fig. 5I) and was not as highly concentrated in perinuclear cytoplasmic puncta (Fig. 5A,C,C’). By contrast, Pav still localized to the nucleus in RacGAPDS15 mutants (Fig. 5J). These results provide strong evidence that muscle patterning requires RacGAP localization to discrete cytoplasmic puncta that are concentrated at the nuclear periphery, and that Pav is essential for this localization.

Anillin is an actin-interacting protein known to be essential for cytokinesis in Drosophila and vertebrates (Field and Alberts, 1995; Oegerle et al., 2000; Pinkney and Glotzer, 2008; Straight et al., 2005). Recent studies have shown that RacGAP is necessary for Anillin accumulation at the cleavage furrow and that they colocalize in vivo and interact in vitro (D’Avino et al., 2008; Gregory et al., 2008). Anillin is encoded by scraps, and scraps zygotic mutants are embryonic lethal indicating that maternally contributed Anillin is depleted before the end of embryogenesis (Heitzi et al., 1993). We examined both the epidermis and muscles in scraps embryos and no significant differences in nuclei number. Furthermore, the lack of unfused myoblasts in RacGAPDS15 mutants (Fig. 1) further demonstrated that myoblast fusion was not disrupted.
found cytokinesis defects in the epidermis (Fig. 5M,M'). However, there were no significant defects in the muscle pattern (Fig. 5L) as compared with the wild type (Fig. 5K). Although we cannot rule out the possibility that the maternal contribution of Anillin persists in the mesoderm, our results argue for a model in which RacGAP and Pav function together during muscle development independently of Anillin.

**RacGAP mutants do not have general defects in the actin or MT cytoskeleton**

Because of the established role of RacGAP in cytoskeletal organization during cytokinesis, we hypothesized that the essential function for RacGAP and Pav in somatic muscles could be for the reorganization of the actin and/or MT cytoskeleton during muscle development. We first investigated whether there were any general defects in the actin or MT networks in RacGAP mutants. Because of the established role of RacGAP in cytoskeletal organization during cytokinesis, we hypothesized that the essential function for RacGAP and Pav in somatic muscles could be for the reorganization of the actin and/or MT cytoskeleton during muscle development. We first investigated whether there were any general defects in the actin or MT networks in RacGAP mutants.

**RacGAP is required for uniform MT polarity**

To further characterize MTs in RacGAP mutants, we examined MT polarity. In multinucleated myotubes, the minus ends of MTs are found near the center of the fiber and the plus ends are directed outward as muscles extend towards their attachment sites (Clark et al., 1997). In RacGAP mutants, we did not observe any significant changes in the β3-tubulin pattern as compared with the wild type at stage 13, as myoblasts fuse (Fig. 6I,K), or at later stages as myotubes extend and make attachments (Fig. 6J,L).

We also examined the MT network in wild-type and RacGAP mutant myotubes using an antibody against β3-tubulin, a muscle-specific tubulin isoform (Buttgereit et al., 1996). In RacGAP mutants, we did not observe any significant changes in the β3-tubulin pattern as compared with the wild type at stage 13, as myoblasts fuse (Fig. 6I,K), or at later stages as myotubes extend and make attachments (Fig. 6J,L).
marker (Clark et al., 1997; Whited et al., 2004; Zheng et al., 2008). As shown previously for Nod::β-Gal (Clark et al., 1997), Nod::GFP was detectable at high levels in the interior region of the muscle fibers and was notably absent from muscle ends at stage 16 (Fig. 7D,G). This localization pattern was also visible at stage 14/15 as the myotubes migrate to their attachment sites (Fig. 7A,C), providing evidence for the establishment of MT polarity during the migratory phase of muscle development. In RacGAPDH15 mutants, Nod::GFP frequently became enriched at muscle ends in stage 16 embryos (Fig. 7E,H). The mislocalization of Nod::GFP was also visible at stage 14/15, when Nod::GFP was distributed throughout the cytoplasm instead of near the interior of the myotube (Fig. 7B,C'). Mislocalization of Nod::GFP was also observed in pavB200 embryos (Fig. 7I). Co-expression of UAS-tum::myc and UAS-nod::GFP in RacGAPDH15 muscles significantly rescued guidance defects and also restored the wild-type localization of Nod::GFP (Fig. 7F). These results are consistent with the idea that RacGAP plays an important role in MT organization in the muscle fiber, and without RacGAP the MTs are no longer uniform in their polarity. Furthermore, these results suggest that the disorganization of MTs in RacGAPDH15 mutants is the cause of the muscle guidance defects we observe. Overall muscle polarity and trafficking were not affected in RacGAPDH15 mutants, as shown by staining with an antibody against the transmembrane receptor Roundabout (Kramer et al., 2001), which localized to muscle ends in wild-type and RacGAPDH15 embryos (see Fig. S3A,B in the supplementary material).

Fig. 6. RacGAP mutants do not have general defects in the actin or microtubule cytoskeleton. (A-H) Phalloidin labeling showing LT (A-B', E-F') and ventral (C,D,G,H) muscles. During MAS selection, F-actin concentrates at the ends of myotubes in the wild type (A-C) and in RacGAPDH15 mutants (E-G). Magnification of LT ends shows multiple filopodia in both wild type (B,B') and RacGAPDH15 (E,E'). At stage 16, F-actin continues to accumulate at muscle ends (D). In RacGAPDH15 mutants, F-actin accumulation occurs even when muscles attach to the wrong site (H, arrowhead) or contain ectopic extensions (H, arrow). (I-L) Anti-β3-tubulin labels microtubules (MTs) in somatic muscles. At stage 13 during myoblast fusion, wild type (I) and RacGAPDH15 (K) have a similar β3-tubulin pattern. By stage 16, wild-type MTs are organized along the longitudinal axis of each muscle (J). In RacGAPDH15 mutants, MTs are present, but muscles make inappropriate attachments (L, arrowheads).

Fig. 7. RacGAP is required for uniform MT polarity. (A-I) G14-GAL4 driving UAS-nod::GFP labels MT minus ends. Brackets mark individual muscles, arrowheads mark muscle ends. As wild-type muscles extend (A,C) and make attachments (D,G), Nod::GFP accumulates towards the center of the fiber (arrows) and is notably absent from muscle ends. In RacGAPDH15 (B,C,E,H) and pavB200 (I) mutants, Nod::GFP is present throughout the entire muscle, which shows a disruption of MT polarity. C and C' are higher magnifications of stage 14/15 Nod::GFP expression in wild type and RacGAPDH15 mutants. (F) Co-expression of UAS-tum::myc and UAS-nod::GFP in RacGAPDH15 mutants results in significant rescue of muscle patterning and restoration of MT polarity, as shown by the absence of Nod::GFP at muscle ends. G and H are higher magnifications of D and E, respectively, showing Nod::GFP at the interior of muscle fibers in the wild type (G) and at the ends of muscles in RacGAPDH15 (H).
The reorganization of the actin and MT cytoskeletons during myogenesis has been extensively studied. In Drosophila, studies have shown that RacGAP and γ-tubulin localize to the perinuclear region and interact with each other during myoblast fusion (Rogers et al., 2008). However, the precise role of these proteins in the reorganization of the MT array in multinucleated myotubes is not fully understood.

Immunostaining for both RacGAP and γ-tubulin revealed significant colabeling of these proteins in muscle fibers. In wild-type Drosophila embryos, RacGAP protein is localized to patches at muscle ends, while γ-tubulin is found in the cytoplasm. In γ-tubulin mutants, γ-tubulin fails to localize to perinuclear sites and is instead diffusely localized throughout the muscle cytoplasm, similar to its pattern in mononucleated myoblasts.

**DISCUSSION**

The reorganization of the actin and MT cytoskeletons during myogenesis has been observed in cell culture as individual myoblasts fuse into multinucleated myotubes. Although the actin cytoskeleton has been shown to be important in myoblast fusion, the role of MTs in this process is less clear. Future studies will be needed to determine how these two cytoskeletal systems interact during myogenesis and how they contribute to the formation of mature muscle fibers.
indispensable for mediating myoblast fusion (Kim et al., 2007; Massarwa et al., 2007; Peckham, 2008; Richardson et al., 2007), little is known about how the MT network is remodeled during muscle development or the developmental significance of this event. In this study, we provide evidence that RacGAP, a known regulator of the MT cytoskeleton during cytokinesis, and Pav, a kinesin-like RacGAP-binding protein, play a novel and important role in MT orientation in vivo by localizing γ-tubulin to perinuclear sites in myotubes (Fig. 9). Furthermore, we show that the organization of the MT network in multinucleated myotubes is important for MAS selection. Muscles that are mutant for RacGAP or pav have defects in MT polarity and fail to properly extend towards their attachment sites, resulting in defects in somatic muscle patterning.

The current model for MT organization in differentiated myotubes has come primarily from cell culture studies, which describe MTs that run parallel to the long axis of the cell and do not appear to be directly associated with any one organizing center (Tassin et al., 1985). Further studies have demonstrated that proteins involved in MT organization, such as γ-tubulin, are redistributed from the centrosome of individual myoblasts to discrete cytoplasmic puncta as well as along the nuclear membrane in multinucleated myotubes and that these sites are associated with MT growth (Bugnard et al., 2005; Musa et al., 2003). The diffuse cytoplasmic distribution of γ-tubulin that we observe in Drosophila myoblasts (Fig. 8G) differs from that in cultured vertebrate myoblasts, in which γ-tubulin is associated with centrosomes. Nonetheless, in both cases, the MT cytoskeleton must be reorganized from either a centrosomal or broadly distributed array in individual myoblasts, to a parallel array in multinucleated myotubes with the plus ends directed outwards (Fig. 9). In this study, we show that RacGAP plays a crucial role in this reorganization. In the absence of RacGAP, MTs are not uniform in their polarity and γ-tubulin remains dispersed throughout the cytoplasm rather than accumulating at the nuclear periphery of multinucleated myotubes. Furthermore, in pav mutants, mislocalization of RacGAP is sufficient to redistribute γ-tubulin to the ends of myotubes.

To date, the perinuclear localization of γ-tubulin in myotubes has only been weakly detected in vitro (Bugnard et al., 2005). In this study, we show that the association of γ-tubulin with the nucleus also occurs in vivo and is dependent at least in part on RacGAP. What is the function of γ-tubulin localization to the nuclear periphery in myotubes? One likely possibility is to anchor MT minus ends. Because the nuclei in multinucleated myotubes cluster in the interior of the myotube, this would allow for the polarization of the MT network, which is aligned along the axis of cell migration, with the plus ends at the leading edge. What is the purpose of MT polymerization at the ends of myotubes? Although, conventionally, the driving force for cell motility has been thought to be provided mainly by the reorganization of the actin cytoskeleton, there is increasing evidence that MTs are indispensable for cell migration (Ridley, 2001; Watanabe et al., 2005). It has been hypothesized that MTs form longitudinal arrays in bipolar myotubes in order to facilitate elongation by ‘active crawling’ of the two ends of the myotube during MAS selection (Musa et al., 2003). Our data point to a MT-based mechanism for myotube extension and MAS selection. In the absence of RacGAP or Pav, the MT network shows non-uniform polarity and many muscle fibers are abnormally shaped and display guidance errors. The effect of RacGAP and pav mutations on muscle morphology is consistent with previous findings in which both RacGAP and Pav have been implicated in regulating axonal outgrowth and maintaining dendritic morphology. RacGAP was identified in a genetic screen by the increased dendritic branching phenotype observed in tum mutants (Gao et al., 1999). RacGAP and Pav have also been shown to play a role in regulating the morphogenesis of postmitotic mushroom body neurons in the Drosophila brain (Goldstein et al., 2005). In addition, disruption of the mammalian form of Pav, KIF23 (CHO1; MKLP1), in postmitotic cultured neurons resulted in the rearrangement of MT polarity and in the disruption of dendrite morphology (Yu et al., 2000).

There is increasing evidence that morphological processes require regulated coordination of the cytoskeleton by linking actin and MTs. For example, in Drosophila the Rho activator Rhogef2 is implicated both in Myosin II localization and MT organization via the localization of the plus-end protein Eb1 (Dawes-Hoang et al., 2005; Rogers et al., 2004). Likewise, RacGAP provides a connection between the actomyosin ring and the peripheral central-spindle MTs during cytokinesis via its interaction with the actin-binding protein Anillin (D’Avino et al., 2008; Gregory et al., 2008). In addition, proper formation of the cleavage furrow is dependent on a complex between RacGAP, the Rho activator Pebble, and the plus-end-directed MT protein Pav (Somers and Saint, 2003; Zavortink et al., 2005). Our data show that similar to its function during cytokinesis, the function of RacGAP in postmitotic myotubes depends on its association with the MT-binding protein Pav.
However, the role of RacGAP in regulating γ-tubulin distribution appears to be independent of its interaction with Anillin and the actin cytoskeleton. *scraps* mutants do not show defects in muscle patterning (Fig. 5L). Furthermore, the organization of the actin cytoskeleton (Fig. 6) and two known actin-dependent processes, myoblast fusion (Fig. 4) and muscle attachment (Fig. 2), are not significantly affected in RacGAP mutants. These findings demonstrate a newly described function for RacGAP that is restricted to the modulation of MTs, but not the actin cytoskeleton, in postmitotic cells.

What is the developmental significance of the actin-independent function of RacGAP in myoblast extension? The answer might lie in the complex process of myogenesis itself. Building a mature muscle fiber requires the coordination of many morphological processes, including myoblast fusion, myotube extension and muscle attachment. The uncoupling of actin- and MT-based cytoskeletal processes might allow for actin-based myoblast fusion and MT-based myotube elongation to occur simultaneously. This idea is supported by previous findings showing that myoblasts continue to fuse as the myotube elongates to find its attachment sites (Schnorrer and Dickson, 2004). In addition, fusion-defective mutant FCs have been observed to extend and attempt to migrate to their targets (Ruiz-Gomez et al., 2000; Rushton et al., 1995), demonstrating that the migration machinery is not perturbed in mutants in which fusion is disrupted.

It is not yet clear what serves as the trigger for MT reorganization upon myoblast fusion or how RacGAP is recruited for this process. It also remains to be determined whether RacGAP promotes the nucleation of new MTs at the nuclear periphery, or reorganizes existing MTs from fusing myoblasts. Changes in MT architecture could be regulated through a direct physical interaction between RacGAP and γ-tubulin, or indirectly through a complex with downstream targets of the GAP domain of RacGAP.
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